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The Navajo Language 1960* the navajo language is spoken by the navajo people who live in the navajo nation located in arizona and new mexico in the
southwestern united states the navajo language belongs to the southern or apachean branch of the athabaskan language family athabaskan languages
are closely related by their shared morphological structure these languages have a productive and extensive inflectional morphology the northern
athabaskan languages are primarily spoken by people indigenous to the sub artic stretches of north america related apachean languages are the
athabaskan languages of the southwest chiricahua jicarilla white mountain and mescalero apache while many other languages like english have benefited
from decades of research on their sound and speech systems instrumental analyses of indigenous languages are relatively rare there is a great deal
ofwork to do before a chapter on the acoustics of navajo comparable to the standard acoustic description of english can be produced the kind of detailed
phonetic description required for instance to synthesize natural sounding speech or to provide a background for clinical studies in a language is well
beyond the scope of a single study but it is necessary to begin this greater work with a fundamental description of the sounds and supra segmental
structure of the language inkeeping with this the goal of this project is to provide a baseline description of the phonetic structure of navajo as it is spoken
on the navajo reservation today to provide a foundation for further work on the language
The Navajo Language 1980 for the first time students and scholars interested in the navajo language have a book that presents the verb system in a step
by step and thorough fashion by providing easy to follow descriptions with abundant examples this book unravels the complexity of navajo and reveals its
expressiveness
The Navajo Language 1943 this book is a source of vocabulary and grammatical information that is indispensable for teachers and students of the navajo
language it includes the navajo sound system and an outline of navajo grammar the work presented is also composed of a two part dictionary navajo
english and english navajo
The Navajo Sound System 2012-12-06 a study of navajo culture with a view to its philosophical underpinnings examines the dynamism and adaptability
of the navajo language and the enduring relevance of ritual in the navajo world view
The Navajo Verb 1998 robert w young provides a description of the navajo language including its relationship with other native american languages its
phonology morphology structure and other features he also spends some time comparing english and navajo and the problems that confront a native
navajo speaker in their effort to master spoken english and the stepping stones a native english speaker encounters learning the navajo language as he
notes somewhere else the pattern of navajo thought and linguistic expression is totally unlike that of the european languages with which we are most
commonly familiar the pattern of thought varies so greatly from our english pattern that we have no small difficulty in learning to think like and
subsequently to express ourselves like the navajo
The Navajo Language 2019-02-19 provides a summary description of the navajo language and a detailed treatment of the inflectional morphology of its
verb system
Language and Art in the Navajo Universe 1977 discusses the alarming reduction in the speaking of the navajo language on the reservation mapping
out some of the intricacies of relations between the english and navajo languages and the teaching of them explaining why and how navajos are having
difficulty maintaining their native language and making suggestions as to what can be done about this
A Sketch of the Navajo Language 2021-01-12 in response to a recent surge of interest in native american history culture and lore hippocrene brings you a
concise and straightforward dictionary of the navajo tongue the dictionary is designed to aid navajos learning english as well as english speakers
interested in acquiring knowledge of navajo the largest of all the native american tribes the navajo number about 125 000 and live mostly on reservations
in arizona new mexico and utah over 9 000 entries a detailed section on navajo pronunciation a comprehensive modern vocabulary useful everyday
expressions
The Navajo Verb System 2000 first published in 1910 an ethnologic dictionary of the navajo language is still the standard and most complete work of
traditional navajo life social customs religion and material culture its unique approach through the medium of language gives an insight into navajo
culture unlike that of any other work it is unique in many respects it is an intimate detailed and informative account of the traditional navajo universe in
all of its manifestations diné bizaad navajo language has become an endangered language and many contemporary diné are to a large extend not familiar
any more with some of the aspects of their traditional culture recorded in this publication this book is a great resource not only to the general reader or
student and scholar of navajo culture but also for navajo parents who want to pass on traditional teachings to their children to ensure the longevity of the
culture of their ancestors native child dinétah is reprinting and creating new editions of historical writings to help preserve and continue navajo culture
language and history this book is a hand scanned facsimile reprint of the original each page is checked manually before scanning and printing when
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necessary individual pages have been improved and enhanced for readability each book is true to the original work
The Navajo Language 1958 the native american language family called athabaskan has received increasing attention from linguists and educators the
linguistic chapters in this volume focus on syntax and semantics but also involve morphology phonology and historical linguistics included is a discussion
of whether religion and secular issues can be separated in navajo classrooms
Language Shift Among the Navajos 2002 this lexicon is designed to reflect in detail the morphological features of the navajo language an objective
that includes the identification and description of about 1130 roots that variously combined and manipulated underlie its extensive vocabulary the main
body of the lexicon includes the verbs the verb derived nouns and adverbials the root nouns the numerals and the root postpositions the borrowed nouns
particles a full listing of adverbials and miscellaneous lexical elements are included in the appendix
Navajo-English Dictionary 1958 many leading figures in the field of athabaskan languages contributed to this volume and their range of topics matches
robert young s interests four papers deal with northern athabaskan languages which young studied in the 1930s the remaining essays focus on aspects of
navajo language and culture young has specialized in this area for over fifty years in collaboration with his mentor william morgan sr several essays
present detailed analysis of verb and sentence structure in navajo two are studies of navajo literacy another examines navajo philosophy and one offers
the first study of how children learn the complexities of the navajo verb anyone interested in navajo studies or athabaskan languages will find these
essays invaluable
An Ethnologic Dictionary of the Navaho Language 2015-06-10 the navajo are one of the largest american indian groups in the united states more than 60
clans live in arizona colorado new mexico and utah learn more in the navajo one of the titles in the american indian art and culture series
The Navaho Language 1943 in this ethnography of navajo diné popular music culture kristina m jacobsen examines questions of indigenous identity
and performance by focusing on the surprising and vibrant navajo country music scene through multiple first person accounts jacobsen illuminates
country music s connections to the indigenous politics of language and belonging examining through the lens of music both the politics of difference and
many internal distinctions diné make among themselves and their fellow navajo citizens as the second largest tribe in the united states the navajo have
often been portrayed as a singular and monolithic entity using her experience as a singer lap steel player and navajo language learner jacobsen
challenges this notion showing the ways navajos distinguish themselves from one another through musical taste linguistic abilities geographic location
physical appearance degree of navajo or indian blood and class affiliations by linking cultural anthropology to ethnomusicology linguistic anthropology
and critical indigenous studies jacobsen shows how navajo poetics and politics offer important insights into the politics of indigeneity in native north
america highlighting the complex ways that identities are negotiated in multiple often contradictory spheres
The Athabaskan Languages 2000-05-25 this 448 page textbook provides a verb based introduction to the navajo language for college and secondary
students it is the first navajo language textbook written by a navajo academic the book is organized into 30 chapters that provide clear explanations of
vocabulary and grammar and provide students with a solid foundation for building communication skills
Analytical Lexicon of Navajo 1992 ethnographic research requires many acts of faith above all those being researched must believe that there is
something to be gained from the observations and questions put before them by the ethnographer
Athabaskan Language Studies 1996 introduces the history modern and traditional cultural practices and modern and traditional economies of the
navajo people of the southwestern united states as well as information about the landscape fauna and flora of the region
The Navajo 2015-08-01 includes over 9000 entries a section on navajo pronunciation everyday expressions etc
The Sound of Navajo Country 2017-02-22 published by two bytes publishing co 219 long neck pt road darien ct 06820 an account of the creation of the
vocabulary and the training of navajos to send messages in code the code was used through the pacific campaign and never broken includes the code
wretched binding annotation copyright by book news inc portland or
Diné Bizaad Bináhoo'aah 2007 zolbrod s book offers the general reader a vivid introduction to navajo culture
When Literacy Empowers 1992 in wartime unbreakable codes help armies win battles and what better code than an advanced language the navajo
language was key to the success of the battle of iwo jima during world war ii read how navajo marines risked their lives to translate secret messages
during world war ii learn what makes the navajo language ideal for encoding messages and the special vocabulary the code talkers used in battle finally
try your hand at translating messages yourself
The Navajo of North America 2002-01-01 this easy to use navajo dictionary is intended primarily for navajo children learning to read and write the
language in bilingual classrooms but it is also useful for anyone wanting to learn navajo
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Navajo-English dictionary 1994 stabilizing indigenous languages is the proceedings of two symposia held in november 1994 and may 1995 at northern
arizona university these conferences brought together language activists tribal educators and experts on linguistics language renewal and language
reforms and community initiatives to stabilize and revitalize american indian and alaska native languages stabilizing indigenous languages includes a
survey of the historical current and projected status of indigenous languages in the united states as well as extensive information on the roles of families
communities and schools in promoting their use and maintenance it includes descriptions of successful native language programs and papers by leaders
in the field of indigenous language study including joshua fishman and michael krauss back cover
Winds of Freedom 1992 issues facing the navajo reservation from 1920 1980
Diné Bahane' 1984 designed for both the beginning learner and the more advanced language student dine bizaad is the ideal tool for improving navajo
speaking reading and writing skills each chapter starts with practice dialogues and concludes with written exercises navajo english and english navajo
glossaries are available in the back of the textbook perfect for teaching yourself navajo
The Navajo Code Talkers 1998 this dictionary is a handy practical tool for navajo language learners and teachers at various levels it is meant to be a
companion volume to the navajo language book by robert w young and william morgan the book deals largely with extended word meanings used in
colloquial navajo and encompasses 480 pages originally published in 1951 and printed by phoenix indian school this publication is still the best
alternative to the scholarly work young and morgan compiled later in 1980 the two books were combined into a reference grammar and dictionary for the
academic library
Secrets of Navajo Code Talkers 2021-08-01 a history of the largest group of native americans in the united states and a description of their homes
educational system government ceremonies stories location and their role as codetalkers
A Navajo/English Bilingual Dictionary 2005 navajo weekly planner in navajo language learn the navajo days of the week navajo weekly planner
templates for you to plan your week learn the navajo terms and start planning each week to become organized for work school daily life and so much
more
Stabilizing Indigenous Languages 1996
The Navajo Nation 1983
Diné Bizaad 1995
The Book of the Navajo 2001
A Vocabulary of Colloquial Navajo 2014-11-09
The Navajo Yearbook 1955
The Navajo Nation 2000
The Navajo Yearbook 1958
The Navajo Yearbook 1958
Navajo Weekly Planner 2021-07-06
Orientation Guide for Public Health Workers on the Navajo Reservation 1960
The Phonology and Morphology of the Navajo Language 1983-09
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